Computing and Technology Jobs in New Mexico

Why studying Computer Science in school is important for your future!!
The average salary for a computing occupation in NM is $72,000, which is significantly higher than the average salary in the state ($44,840).

New Mexico had only 173 computer science graduates in 2018.
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Good news! Not all of these jobs require a degree in CS. Some of these skills you can get through certifications in HS or community college.
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Demand for computing talent is STRONG and only will continue to grow
No matter your interest, coding can play a part in your future

**SCIENCE**
Scientists use computer programming to analyze the results of their experiments.

**DATA ANALYST**
Data analysts use computer programming to analyze data and solve problems in business and finance.

**INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY**
IT professionals write software that is used for everything from creating apps to driving cars.

**ENGINEERING**
Engineers use programming to design and test new products and conduct research.

**ARTS AND DESIGN**
Designers use digital tools to create websites and design the physical products we buy.